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Abstract. In this paper, we study the problem of ﬁnding all tree-like
substructure contained in a hypergraph, with potential applications to
substructure mining from relational data. We employ the class of connected and Berge acyclic sub-hypergraphs as deﬁnition of tree-like substructures, which is the most restricted notion of acyclicities for hypergraphs. Then, we present an eﬃcient depth-ﬁrst algorithm that ﬁnds
all connected and Berge acyclic sub-hypergraphs S in a hypergraph H
with m hyperedges and n vertices in O(nm2 ) time per solution (delay) using O(N ) space, where N = ||H|| is the total input size. To
achieve eﬃcient enumeration, we use the notion of the maximum border
set. This result gives the ﬁrst polynomial delay and time algorithm for
enumeration of connected and Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs. We also
present an incremental enumeration algorithm that ﬁnds all solutions S
in O(∆M B(S)τ (m)) = O(rd·τ (m)) delay using O(N ) space and preprocessing, whose delay depends only on the diﬀerence of solutions, where
S is the enumerated sub-hypergraph, ∆M B(S) is the number of newly
added hyperedges to the maximum border of S, r and d are the rank
and degree of H, respectively, and τ (m) = ((log log m)2 /log log log m).

1

Introduction

In data mining, it is a well-studied problem to discover all interesting substructures of a given discrete structure under various notions of substructures.
Particularly, examples of such substructure discovery are frequent itemset mining [25, 28, 29], sequence mining [1, 2, 19], trees and graph mining [3, 13, 14, 27],
and kernel-like similarity computation [16] to name a few.
In this paper, we study the problem of enumerating all connected and acyclic
sub-hypergraphs contained in an input hypergraph for the notions of acyclicity,
called Berge-acyclicity [6], which is at the bottom of hierarchy of acyclicities
given by Fagin [9]. A hypergraph is a pair H = (V, E) of a collection V of vertices
and a collection E of hyperedges (See Fig. 1 for example), where a hyperedge is
any ﬁnite set e ⊆ V of vertices. Essentially, a hypergraph is a representation of
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Fig. 1. An example of a hypergraph H1 = (V1 , E1 ) with the vertex set V1 =
{p, q, r, . . . , x, y, z} and the hyperedge set E1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}.

a set collection E consisting of groups of objects taken from a common universe
V. For example, the followings are examples of such set collections: transaction
databases, author groups in bibliographic data, co-citation networks in social
networks, and interaction graphs for genes and proteins in bioinformatics [17].
In such networks, discovery of substructures such as connected components,
connected subtrees, cliques, quasi-cliques, and dense subgraphs have been extensively studied in the context of network mining [17, 21, 24].
Recently, discovery of subtrees in a graph, which are connected and acyclic
edge subsets, attract much attention [10, 26]. By generalizing the notion of subtrees in a graph to a hypergraph, we consider discovery of the class of connected
acyclic sub-hypergraphs appearing in a hypergraph. Particularly, among several
deﬁnitions of acyclicities in a hypergraph, we employ the most restricted one,
called Berge-acyclicity [6], where a hypergraph is Berge-acyclic if and only if
it contains no cycle of hyperedges. For example, in the example of Fig. 1, the
hyperedge subset S = {1, 3, 4, 7} is connected Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraph.
It is known that Berge-acyclicity locates the bottom of the degrees among α-,
β-, and γ-acyclicities [9]. Now, our goal is to devise an eﬃcient algorithm for
the connected, Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraph mining problem in polynomial delay (time per solution) and polynomial space, which means that the algorithm
achieves high-throughput and small memory footprint computation in large scale
applications.
Main results: Let H = (V, E) be an input hypergraph consisting of n vertices
and m hyperedges. Then, we present eﬃcient depth-ﬁrst algorithms BergeMine that ﬁnds all connected Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs S contained in H
without duplicates in O(m2 n) delay and O(N ) words of space (Theorem 1). To
achieve polynomial delay and space complexity, our algorithm searches for all
solutions in the depth-ﬁrst manner on a tree-shaped search space without using
any extra memory for table-lookup. This search space is designed based on a
characterization of Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs given by us, with which we
proposed an eﬃcient and complete pruning strategy.
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Next, we present the modiﬁed algorithm, called FastBergeMine, that ﬁnds
all S in O(∆M B(S)τ (m)) = O(rd · τ (m)) delay using O(N ) space and preprocessing, where S is the enumerated sub-hypergraph, ∆M B(S) is the number of
newly added hyperedges to the maximum border of S, r and d are the rank and
degree of H, respectively, and τ (m) = ((log log m)2 /log log log m). The algorithm
uses incremental computation of the maximum border set. Since it has the delay that depends only on the size of each discovered subset S and its neighbors
N (S), it will be more eﬃcient for the large inputs in the real world.
Related work : For the class of α-acyclic sub-hypergraphs [9], Hirata et al. [12]
presented an eﬃcient algorithm that ﬁnds one of the maximal connected and
acyclic sub-hypergraphs in an input hypergraph in linear time in the total input
size. Extending this work, Daigo and Hirata [8] presented a polynomial delay
and space algorithm that ﬁnds all connected and acyclic sub-hypergraphs in an
input hypergraph. For the class of Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs, Lovász [18]
showed a polynomial time algorithm that ﬁnds one of the maximal connected
and Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs in an input hypergraph.
As closely related work, Ferreira et al. [11] presented an eﬃcient algorithm
for ﬁnding all distinct subtrees of size k in an input graph in O(k) time (time per
solution) and space, and Wasa et al. [26] the improved version in constant delay
when an input is a tree. However, their approaches cannot be directly applicable
to our problem.
In the case that the maximum size of hyperedges, the rank , is restricted to
two, the problem coincides to the well-known spanning tree problem for undirected graphs. For the problem, Tarjan and Read [23] ﬁrst presented an O(ns)
time and O(n) space algorithm in 1960’s, where n is the number of edges in G.
Recently, Shioura, Tamura, and Uno [20] presented O(n+s) time and O(n) space
algorithm. Unfortunately, it is not easy to extend the algorithms for spanning
tree enumeration to subtree enumeration.
Organization of this paper : In Sec. 2, we give basic deﬁnitions and notations
on hypergraphs and our data mining problem. In Sec. 3, we present the basic
depth-ﬁrst algorithm BergeMine for the problem. in Sec. 4, we present the
modiﬁed version of the algorithm, FastBergeMine, using incremental computation. Finally, in Sec. 5, we conclude.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we give the deﬁnitions and notations for hypergraphs. For the
deﬁnitions not found here, please consult appropriate textbooks (e.g., [6,7]). For
A
a set A, we denote
∑ by |A| the cardinality of A. For a collection X ⊆ 2 of subsets
of A, ||X || = S∈X |S| denotes the total size of X .
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2.1

Hypergraphs

Intuitively, a hyper graph is a structure deﬁned by a set collection E ⊆ 2V over
some ﬁnite domain V of objects. Formally, a hypergraph over a set of vertices V
is any pair H = (V, E) consists of the following components:
– A set of vertices V = V(H) = {1, . . . , n}, n ≥ 0, and
– A set of hyperedges E = E(H) = {e1 , . . . , em }, m ≥ 0,
where for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, ei is a subset of V, called a hyperedge, and its
index i is called the edge ID of ei . Since E ⊆ 2V , the number m of hyperedges
can be exponential in n. The total size of H, denoted by
∑||H|| = N , is the sum
of the sizes of its hyperedges, that is, ||H|| = ||E|| = e∈E |e|. By deﬁnition,
||E|| ≤ O(mn).
For vertex x and hyperedges e, f , we say that e is incident to x (or e contains
x) if x ∈ e holds, and that e is a neighbor of f if f ∩ e ̸= ∅ holds. Then,
N (x) = { f ∈ E | x ∈ f } is the set of all hyperedges incident to x, and N E(e) =
{ f ∈ E | e ∩ f ̸= ∅ }. Then, the rank of H, denoted by r = rank (H) = maxf ∈E |f |,
is the maximum size of its hyperedges. The degree of H, denoted by d = deg(H) =
maxx∈V |N (x)|, is the maximum number of incident edges. The hyperedge degree
of H, denoted by D = hyperedge-deg(H) = maxe∈E |N E(e)|, is the maximum
number of the neighbors. Clearly, we see that r = rank (H) ≤ n, d = deg(H) ≤ m,
and D = hyperedge-deg(H) ≤ min{m, rd}.
In this paper, a sub-hypergraph of H is just a subset S = {ei1 , . . . , eik } ⊆
E (k ≤ m) of hyperedges of H.4 We use the terms a hyperedge subset and a subhypergraphs interchangeability in what follows. Actually, a subset S induces a
hypergraph H[S] = (S, E[S]), where E[S] = { e ∈ E | e ⊆ S }. The neighbor set of
S is N (S) = { f ∈ E \S | e ∈ S, e ∩ f ̸= ∅ }. Clearly, ||S + N (S)|| ≤ ||E|| = O(mn).
In what follows, we refer to vertices as x, y, . . ., hyperedges as e, f, . . ., and
hyperedge subsets as S, T, . . ., possibly subscripted. For convenience, we often
represent a set of elements {a, b, c} by a juxtaposition abc if it is clear from
context.
Example 1. In Fig. 1, we show an example of a hypergraph H1 = (V1 , E1 )
consisting of eleven vertices V1 = {p, q, r, . . . , x, y, z} and seven hyperedges
E1 = {e1 , e2 , . . . , e7 } such that e1 = qrs, e2 = uv, e3 = tu, e4 = vw, e5 =
qxy, e6 = xyz, and e7 = stwx.
2.2

Connected and Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs

A path between hyperedges e and f ∈ E in S ⊆ E is a sequence π = (e1 =
e, e2 , . . . , ek = f ) (k ≥ 1) of hyperedges that satisﬁes the condition ei ∩ ei+1 ̸= ∅
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1.
Definition 1. A hyperedge subset S is connected if any pair of hyperedges e
and f has some path between them in S.
4

The deﬁnition of a sub-hypergraph in this paper is also referred to as a partial
hypergraph in literatures.
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By deﬁnition, the empty set and singleton set of hyperedges are connected.
We can easily test the connectivity of a given subset S in O(||S||) time.
Example 2. In the hypergraph H1 in Example 1, the subsets S1 = 1567 =
{1, 5, 6, 7} and S2 = 1347 are connected. On the other hand, the subset S3 = 135
is not connected since there is no path between the edges 1 and 3, and also the
edges 5 and 3.
Definition 2 ( [6]). In a hypergraph H, a Berge-cycle (or simply a cycle) of
length k is a sequence π = (e1 , x1 , . . . , ek , xk ) (k ≥ 2) that satisfies the following
conditions (i)–(iii):
(i) e1 , . . . , ek are mutually distinct hyperedges.
(ii) x1 , . . . , xk are mutually distinct vertices.
(iii) For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, xi ∈ ei ∩ ei+1 holds, and xk ∈ ek ∩ e1 holds.
In the above deﬁnition, we say that the set {e1 , . . . , ek } of hyperedges forms
a Berge-cycle Intuitively, a Berge-cycle is a path of length more than or equal
to two that starts from some hyperedge and returns to the start.
Example 3. In the hypergraph H1 in Example 1, the hyperedge subset S4 = 157
forms a Berge-cycle π4 = (1, q, 5, x, 7, s) of length three. From Lemma 1, we also
see that the pair of hyperedges S5 = 56 forms a Berge-cycle π5 = ⟨5, x, 6, y⟩ of
length two since hyperedges 5 and 6 share common vertices x and y.
From the construction of minimum length cycle S5 in the above example, we
have the following lemma, which is well-known providing a fundamental property
of Berge-acyclicity.
Lemma 1 (Berge [6]). If two hyperedges e and f contain mutually distinct
vertices x and y in common, i.e., x, y ∈ e ∩ f , then they form a Berge-cycle.
Proof. Take a path π = (e, x, f, y) as a Berge-cycle.
Definition 3 (Berge-acyclic subgraph [6]). A sub-hypergraph S is Bergeacyclic if it contains no Berge-cycles.
By deﬁnition, the empty set and any singleton sets of hyperedges are Bergeacyclic. From the next lemma, Berge-acyclicity is closed under subsets.
Lemma 2. If a non-empty subset S is Berge-acyclic, then any subset S ′ (S ′ ⊆
S) is also Berge-acyclic.
From Lemma 1 above, we see that Berge-acyclicity has strong restriction compared to other notions of hypergraph acyclicities. Actually, there is a hierarchy
of acyclicities for hypergraphs, called the degrees of acyclicities of Fagin [9], that
consists of α-acyclicity, β-acyclicity, γ-acyclicity, and Berge-acyclicities. In this
hierarchy, α-acyclicity is most general, while Berge-acyclicity is most restricted.
In what follows, we denote by AC = AC(H) the class of all connected, and
Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs in an input hypergraph H. Now, we state our data
mining problem.
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Fig. 2. The incident matrix A1 of the hypergraph H1 in Fig. 1, where each row indicates
a hyperedge and each column a vertex.

Definition 4 (Connected and Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraph mining problem in a hypergraph). Given an input hypergraph H = (V, E), the task is to
find all connected, and Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs S ⊆ E in H belonging to
the class AC(H) without duplicates.
Example 4. Consider the hypergraph H1 in Example 1 again. Then, the subset
S1 = 1567 is not a connected and Berge-acyclic subset in AC(H1 ) because it is
connected but cyclic. On the other hand, the subset S2 = 1347 is a connected
and Berge-acyclic subset in AC(H1 ).
The model of computation: An enumeration algorithm A receives an instance
of size n and outputs all of m solutions without duplicates (See, e.g. [4]). For
polynomials p(·, ·), q(·), r(·), A is of output O(p(n, m))-time if the total time of A
is bounded by polynomial in n and m. A is of O(q(n))-delay using preprocessing
r(n) if the delay, which is the maximum computation time between two consecutive outputs, is bounded by q(n) after preprocessing in r(n) time. Clearly, if A
is polynomial delay, A is also output polynomial time. A is of polynomial space
if the maximum size of its working space is bounded by some polynomial p(n).
2.3

Other definitions and properties

Leaves and connection counts: Let S ⊆ E be a subset of hyperedges, or a subhypergraph of H. A hyperedge e connects S if the intersection e ∩ V (S) is not
empty. Any vertex x in the intersection is called a connection point. Then, the
connection count of e relative to S is deﬁned by cnt(e, S) = |e ∩ V (S)| ≥ 0.
In the next section, we give a characterization of connected and Berge-acyclic
sub-hypergraphs using the connection count.
A leaf of a subset S is a hyperedge e ∈ S such that cnt(e, S − e) = 1,
that is, that has a single connection point in S except itself. Clearly, the empty
subset ∅ has no leaf at all, and any singleton S = {e} has the hyperedge e as its
only leaf. We denote by L(S) the set of all leaves of S. Actually, L(S) = { e ∈
S | cnt(e, S \ {e}) = 1 }.
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Representation of hypergraphs: Using the incident relation x ∈ e, a hypergraph H with n vertices and m hyperedges can be represented as an n × m
binary matrix A = (ai,j ) ∈ {0, 1}m×n , called the incident matrix of H. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, ai,j = 1 if and only if xi ∈ ej holds. In an incident
matrix A = (ai,j ), each row 1 ≤ i ≤ n represents the incident set N (xi ) ⊆ E,
while each column 1 ≤ j ≤ m represents the corresponding hyperedge ej ⊆ V.
In Fig. 2, we show an example of an incident matrix.
Data structure: In our algorithms in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4, we use a dynamic
data structure D similar to the DLX (also known as “Dancing Links”) data
structure by Knuth [15] for dynamically maintaining a hyperedge subset S. Our
data structure D stores the incident matrix of a set collection D ⊆ E in linear
words of space in ||D|| supporting the following operations: (i) retrieval of a
hyperedge e = ei by an edge ID i, (ii) retrieval of the neighbor N (x, D) by
a vertex x, and (ii) insert/delete of elements to/from an edge or a neighbor
set. Using dynamic predecessor dictionaries [7] (such as the hash table or the
map collection of C++/STL or Java), we can execute the above operations in
sublinear time t = τ (k), where we have τ (k) = log k if we use ordinary binary
tree, and τ (k) = O(((log log k)2 /log log log k)) for k = max{n, m} if we use the
dynamic data structure of Beame and Fich [5]. The details are omitted here.

3

The Basic algorithm

In this section, we show the basic version of our DFS mining algorithm BergeMine that ﬁnds all connected, and Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs in H in polynomial delay and space. In what follows, we write S − e for S ′ \ {e}.
To devise eﬃcient depth-ﬁrst search algorithm, we need a systematic way
to reduce the search for larger subsets to smaller subsets. The next lemma is
essential to our algorithm.
Lemma 3. Let S ′ ⊆ E is a subset such that |S ′ | ≥ 2. If S ′ is connected and
Berge-acyclic, then cnt(e, S ′ − e) = 1 holds for some e ∈ S ′ . Furthermore, S =
S ′ − e is connected and Berge-acyclic, too, and has size |S| < |S ′ |.
Proof. We can show the lemma by induction on |S ′ |. If |S ′ | = 2, the claim is
obvious since S ′ consists of two edges. Otherwise, assume that |S ′ | > 2. Since
S ′ is connected, cnt(e, S − e) ≥ 1 always holds for any e ∈ S ′ . Furthermore, if
cnt(e, S − e) ≤ 1 holds for some e ∈ S ′ , then we are done. Therefore, we assume
that cnt(e, S − e) ≥ 2 holds for any e ∈ S ′ . Consider this case. Then, we split
S ′ by removing e, and consider the connected components S1 , . . . , Sk of S ′ − e,
where k ≥ 1. There are two cases. (i) If e connects to some Si at at least two
points, then Si ∪ {e}, and thus S ′ , immediately has a cycle, and we are done
(ii) Otherwise, using induction hypothesis, we can show that there exists an
edge f in some component, say S1 , such that {e, f } ∪ R forms a cycle for some
R ∈ {{e}, S1 − f, S2 , . . . , Sk } (details are omitted), and we are done. Hence, by
contradiction, the lemma follows.
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Algorithm 1 A basic algorithm BergeMine for mining all connected, Bergeacyclic sub-hypergraphs based on the reverse search
1: procedure BergeMine(H = (V, E): input hypergraph )
2:
BasicRec(∅, H);
3: procedure BasicRec(S: sub-hypergraph, H: input hypergraph)
4:
Output S;
5:
Border (S) ← { f ∈ (E(H) \ S) | cnt(f, S) = 1 };
6:
for each f ∈ Border (S) do
▷ Generation of children
′
7:
S ← S ∪ {f };
8:
if f = max L(S ′ ) then
9:
BasicRec(S ′ , H);

From Lemma 3 above, Starting from any connected and Berge-acyclic subhypergraph S with more than one edges, we can obtain a series of sub-hypergraphs
R = S0 = S ⊃ S1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Sℓ = {e} of length ℓ = |S| − 1 ≥ 0. Our DFS algorithm reverses this process by starting from any singleton set {e}, e ∈ E, and
by iteratively expanding the current subset S ⊆ E by adding new hyperedge
e ∈ E \ S in a systematic manner using backtracking.
However, there is one problem with this approach. The above DFS search
process may generate the same subset by exponentially many diﬀerent paths.
One easy way to avoid this duplication is to use table-lookup. When we discovered a new subset S, we lookup a hash table H to decide if S ∈ H. If so, we skip
S, and otherwise, we output S and register it to H. This modiﬁcation yields a
polynomial delay, but exponential space mining algorithm.
We solve this problem by pruning of redundant path by careful design of the
tree-shaped search space described as follows. Recall the previous key lemma,
Lemma 3. In the lemma, the possible source of redundancy is more than one
choice of a leaf e ∈ S of S to delete. An idea to solve this is to restrict the
deletion in reduction (and the addition in generation) to the maximum leaf of S.
This ensures the reduction sequence R = S0 , . . . , Sℓ for S to be unique to each
S. We call such a unique sequence the maximum elimination sequence for a
sub-hypergraph S, and denote by MES(S).
Lemma 4. MES(S) is the unique signature of each connected and Berge-acyclic
sub-hypergraph S ⊆ E.
From this lemma, we can generate S in a unique way by generating MES(S)
instead. Now, we describe our algorithm.
Definition 5. Let S ′ be any connected and Berge-acyclic subhypergraph S ′
such that |S ′ | ≥ 2. Then, the parent of S ′ is the set P(S ′ ) = S ′ − f , where f is
the leaf of S such that cnt(f, S ′ − f ) = 1 having the maximum edge ID among
all leaves, that is, f = max(L(S)). This condition is called the maximum leaf
condition. In this case, we call S ′ a child of S = P(S ′ ).
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Fig. 3. The family tree for H1 in Fig. 1.

Then, we deﬁne our tree-shaped search space. Let H be an input hypergraph.
The family tree for the class CA of connected, and Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs
of H is a multi-rooted DAG T = (CA, P, I), where
– CA is the vertex set of T that consists of all connected, and Berge-acyclic
sub-hypergraphs in an input hypergraph H.
– P deﬁnes the set of reverse edges of T that assign the parent P(S ′ ) to a
child S ′ .
– I is the set of all single subsets as the root nodes of T .
The next lemma says that the family tree is actually a tree-shaped search
root.
Lemma 5. For any input hypergraph H, the family tree for CA on H is a spanning forest that contains all connected and Berge-acyclic subsets in CA as its
nodes.
Proof. From Lemma 3, it immediately follows that P(S ′ ) is always connected,
and Berge-acyclic, and has size strictly smaller than S ′ . Since each path of T is
a MES for some element of CA, T is connected at some root in I. On the other
hand, since each reverse edge strictly reduces the size of S, T contains no cycle.
Hence, the lemma is proved.
Example 5. In Fig. 3, we show the family tree for H1 in Fig. 1. For example,
the parent P(S2 ) of S2 is P(P2 ) = 137. Then, there exists the reverse edge from
P(S2 ) to its child S2 . P(S2 ) has other children S6 = 1237 and S7 = 1367. Edges
(P(S2 ), S6 ) and (P(S2 ), S7 ) are also the members of the set of reverse edge in
the family tree.
In Algorithm 1, we show our basic DFS algorithm BergeMine and its recursive subprocedure BasicRec that ﬁnds all connected, and Berge-acyclic subhypergraphs in H in depth-ﬁrst manner. This algorithm is a simple backtracking
algorithm, working as follows. Starting from each singleton subset {e} in I, the
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Algorithm 2 The algorithm for computing the border set of a sub-hypergraph
1: procedure ComputeBorder(S: sub-hypergraph, V, E)
2:
Output: Border (S) = { f ∈ (E \ S) | cnt(f, S) = 1 }.
3:
Mark all vertices of V(S);
4:
Border ← ∅;
5:
for each e ∈ E(S) do
6:
Count the number cnt(e, S) of all marked vertices in e;
7:
if cnt(e, S) = 1 then
8:
Border ← Border ∪ {e};
9:
return Border ;

algorithm searches the family tree T for connected, and Berge-acyclic subsets
by expanding the parent subset S by adding a new leaf f to obtain a child
S ′ = S ∪ {f }. In the expansion, it apply pruning for redundant subsets using the
deﬁnition of a correct child based on the maximum leaf condition of the child.
If expansion is no longer possible, it backtrack to the parent.
To compute the border set, we use the procedure ComputeBorder in Algorithm 2.
Lemma 6. The algorithm ComputeBorder in Fig. 2 computes the border set
of an hyperedge subset S O(||S||) = O(nm) time using O(n) additional space.
We give the time and space complexity of the basic algorithm below.
Theorem 1 (main result). The algorithm BergeMine of Fig. 1 finds all
connected Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs contained in an input hypergraph H =
(V, E) without duplicates in O(N m) = O(nm2 ) delay and O(N ) words of space,
where n = |V|, m = |E|, and N = ||E|| are the numbers of vertices and hyperedges, and the total size of the hyperedges in H.
From the theorem, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. The class of all connected Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs contained
in an input hypergraph H can be enumerated in polynomial delay and polynomial
space in the size of input H.

4

The Modified Algorithm

In this section, we show a modiﬁed version of our depth-ﬁrst mining algorithm
that ﬁnds all connected and Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs in an input hypergraph H in O(|f |τ (m) + |B|) time using O(N ) space and preprocessing, where
N = ||E(H)||. This algorithm is adaptive since its time complexity only depends
on the size of the discovered sub-hypergraph S, rather than the whole input.
This adaptively is quite important in mining a large hypergraph. In what follows, we use the dynamic data structure of Beame and Fich [5] with operation
time τ (m) = O(((log log m)2 /log log log m)).
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The basic idea of our modiﬁed algorithm is an incremental maintenance of
the subset MaxBorder (S) of hyperedge candidates to insert, called the maximal
border hyperedges.
Definition 6. The maximal border of a sub-hypergraph S is the set of hyperedges deﬁned by:
MaxBorder (S) = { e ∈ E \ S | cnt(e, S) = 1, e = max L(S ∪ {e}) },

(1)

that is, MaxBorder (S) consists of all hyperedges e of H satisfying the next
conditions: (i) e is a border of S (i.e., cnt(e, S) = 1), and (ii) e is the maximum
leaf of S ′ = S ∪ {e} among all leaves when it is added to S.
In Algorithm 4, we show our modiﬁed depth-ﬁrst algorithm FastBergeMine as well as its recursive subprocedure FastRec for mining all connected,
Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs in incrementally. By using MaxBorder (S), in our
depth-ﬁrst mining algorithm FastBergeMine, we can generate any children
S ′ = S ∪ {f } from a parent S by just selecting any hyperedge e ∈ MaxBorder (S)
without testing the pruning condition for duplication because the condition is
already included by the deﬁnition of the maximal border set. In other words, we
are eager to make selection of border candidates and test for duplication at the
same time in advance.
Therefore, it remains how to eﬃciently compute the maximal border set.
Surprisingly, we can show that this is done in almost optimal time complexity
in amortized analysis using a procedure similar to the α-acyclicity test by (Tarjan and Yannakakis [22]). The key to the algorithm is the following recurrence
relation for the maximum and the second maximum leaves when we update a
parent S by adding a new maximum border f ∈ MaxBorder (S) to generate a
children S ′ = S ∪ {f }.
Lemma 7. Let us denote by max (S) and 2max (S) the maximum and the second
maximum leaves of a parent set S ⊆ E. Then, the maximum and the second
maximum leaves max (S ′ ) and 2max (S ′ ) of a child S ′ = S ∪ {f } satisfy the
following recurrence:
– If f connects ℓmax = maxLeaf (S):
• If f > 2max (S), then max (S ′ ) ← f and 2max (S ′ ) ← max (S) hold.
• Otherwise, max (S ′ ) ← max (S) and 2max (S ′ ) ← 2max (S) hold.
– Otherwise:
• If f > max (S), then max (S ′ ) ← f and 2max (S ′ ) ← max (S) hold.
• Otherwise, max (S ′ ) ← max (S) and 2max (S ′ ) ← 2max (S).
Proof. In each ease, the proof immediately follows from the case analysis using
the deﬁnitions of max , 2max , and the maximal border set.
From Lemma 7 above, we can update max (S) and 2max (S) incrementally
in constant time. Now, we show the algorithm UpdateMaxBorder in Algorithm 3 that incrementally updates the new border est MaxBorder (S ∪{f }) from
the older one given the border edge f to add, S, and MB = MaxBorder (S).
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Algorithm 3 The algorithm for computing the border set of a sub-hypergraph.
1: procedure UpdateMaxBorder(f : hyperedge, S, B, R: hyperedge subsets, H: hypergraph )
Pre-conditions: S ′ = S ∪ {f }, f ∈ R, B = MB (S), and R = E(H) \ S.
Output: MB (S ′ ) = { f ∈ (E \ S ′ ) | cnt(f, S ′ ) = 1, f = max L(S ′ ) }.
Global variable: A dynamic data structure D for storing a hyperedge subset in
linear space supporting membership, insert, and delete in sublinear time t = τ (m).
//Step 1: Update the maximum leaves.
2:
S ′ = S ∪ {f };
3:
Update the maximum leaves max (S ′ ) and 2max (S ′ )
from f , max (S ′ ), and 2max (S ′ ) according to Lemma 7.
▷ in O(1) time
//Step 2: Update the maximum border set.
4:
MB (S ′ ) ← ∅;
5:
//Step 2.1: Existing borders other than f
6:
for each e in MB (S) \ {f } do
▷ O(|MB (S)|) times
7:
Add e to MB (S ′ ) if e = max L(S ′ ∪ {e}).
8:
//Step 2.2: New borders connecting to f
9:
for each vertex x ∈ f do
▷ O(|f |) times to S ′
10:
for each hyperedge id e ∈ N (x, D) do
▷ Charge O(1) time to e in D
11:
cnt[e] ← cnt[e] + 1;
12:
if cnt[e] = 1 then
▷ cnt increased from 0 to 1
13:
Add e to the candidate set D;
▷ Charge O(τ (m)) time to e
14:
Add e to MB (S ′ ) if e = max L(S ′ ∪ {e}).
15:
else if cnt[e] = 2 then
▷ cnt increased from 1 to 2
16:
Remove e from candidate set D;
▷ Charge O(τ (m)) time to e
17:
//Note: each hyperedge is processed at most twice overall
18:
end for
19:
return MB ;

For eﬃcient update, the algorithm uses a dynamic data structure D for storing a set D of candidate hyperedges, which is similar to the DLX (also known
as “Dancing Links”) data structure by Knuth [15] as described in Sec. 2. Then,
we have the next lemma.
Lemma 8. Let S ⊆ E be a sub-hypergraph and f ∈ R = (E \ S) be a maximum
border hyperedge of S. Given f , B, and R, the algorithm UpdateMaxBorder
in Algorithm 3 computes the set MaxBorder (S ∪ {f }) of all maximum border
hyperedges of S ′ = S ∪{f } in O(∆M B(S)τ (m)+|B|) time using O(N ) space and
O(N ) preprocessing (at once in the initialization), where ∆M B(S) is the number
of newly added hyperedges to the maximum border of S, N = ||E(H)||, τ (m) =
((log log m)2 /log log log m), r and d are the rank and degree of H, respectively,
and B = MaxBorder (S) is the set of all maximum borders of S.
Proof. Consider Algorithm 3. During the computation of the recursive mining
procedure, we maintain the pointers max (S), 2max (S), and the dynamic data
structure D. From Lemma 7, Step 1 correctly updates the maximum and 2nd
maximum leaves in S in constant time. When a new border f is added to S, the
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Algorithm 4 The modiﬁed algorithm FastBergeMine for mining all connected, Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs based on the reverse search
1: procedure FastBergeMine(H = (V, E): input hypergraph )
2:
for each hyperedge e ∈ E(H) do
3:
MB e ← { f ∈ E(H) | (|f ∩ e| = 1) };
4:
Re ← E(H) \ {e};
5:
FastRec({e}, MB e , Re , H);
6: procedure FastRec(S, MB , R ⊆ E(H), H: hypergraph)
7:
Invariant: MB = MaxBorder (S) and R = E(H) \ S hold.
8:
Output S;
9:
for each border hyperedge f ∈ MB do
▷ Generation of children
′
10:
S ← S ∪ {f };
11:
R′ ← R \ {f };
12:
Incrementally compute MB ′ = MaxBorder (S ′ , H) from f , MB , and R;
13:
FastRec(S ′ , MB ′ , R′ , H);
14:
Restore the changes on MB ′ ;

only borders to be changed are (i) f is removed, and (ii) all neighboring hyperedges of f , and (ii) all existing border edges that has a non-empty intersection
to f other than its connection point to S. Step 2 handles these cases correctly.
For time analysis of Step 2, we observe that during computation from the root
hypothesis ∅ to the current set S, any hyperedge e in H will be processed at
most twice after initialization, that is, it is incremented to cnt(e) = 1 at the
ﬁrst time, and it is incremented to cnt(e) = 2 the second time. Then, it is removed from D forever (otherwise a back tracking occurs). We can show that the
amortized cost for Step 2 to obtain each the maximum border of S ′ is at most
O(∆M B(S)τ (m) + |B|), where τ (m) = ((log log m)2 /log log log m).
From Lemma 8, we show the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 2 (The adaptive delay by the modified mining algorithm).
The algorithm FastBergeMine of Fig. 4 finds all connected Berge-acyclic subhypergraphs contained in an input hypergraph H = (V, E) without duplicates
in t = O(∆M B(S)τ (m)) = O(rd · τ (m)) amortized delay (amortized time
per solution) using O(N ) space and O(N ) preprocessing, where f is the added
edge, B is the maximum border of S, N = ||E|| is the total size of the hyperedges in H, r and d are the rank and degree of H, respectively, and τ (m) =
((log log m)2 /log log log m).
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm FastBergeMine is obvious from that
of the basic algorithm and the deﬁnition of MaxBorder . From Lemma 8, at
each iteration for solution, the computation time of the maximum border is
t = O(∆M B(S)τ (m) + |B|) = O(rd · τ (m) + |B|). By using appropriate charging
scheme to each child of S ′ , we can remove the cost O(|B|) since the addition
of any maximum border hyperedge∑to S ′ always yields a proper solution. Moreover, we have ∆M B(S) = O(|f | x∈f |N (x)|) = O(rd). Therefore, the time
complexity becomes t = O(∆M B(S)τ (m)) = O(rd · τ (m)) as claimed.
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From the theorem, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2. The class of all connected Berge-acyclic sub-hypergraphs contained
in an input hypergraph H can be enumerated in amortized delay that depends only
on the number of newly added maximum border hyperedges of a discovered subset
S using polynomial space and preprocessing in the input size ||E(H)||.
It is an open question whether there exists some enumeration algorithm
whose amortized delay depends only on the number of diﬀerence of a discovered subset.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the problem of ﬁnding all all connected Bergeacyclic sub-hypergraphs contained in an input hypergraph H = (V, E) without
duplicate with applications to generalization of itemset mining from transaction
databases and also discovering connected substructures from datasets in the
form of sets of sets. As main results, we presented an eﬃcient DFS algorithm
for the problem that achieves polynomial delay and space complexity. We also
presented an improved algorithm that has adaptive delay depending only on the
size of discovered sub-hypergraph.
In this paper, we focused on only the theoretical aspect of the problem.
One of the most important future researches is implementation and empirical
evaluation of the proposed algorithms on artiﬁcial and real datasets. It is also
an important problem to ﬁnd suitable application of this problem in knowledge
discovery problems in the real world including knowledge discovery from mobility
data or social networks. We want to study these problems in future.
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